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Preface
To the Trainee
If you’re ready to nail down a career in construction, consider carpentry. Carpenters make up the
largest building trades occupation in the industry and those with all-around skills are in high
demand. Carpenters are involved in many different kinds of construction activities, from building highways and bridges to installing kitchen
cabinets.
Carpenters construct, erect, install, and repair
structures and fixtures made from wood and other
materials. Depending on the type of construction,
size of company, and other factors, carpenters may
specialize in one or two activities or may perform
many different tasks. Each carpentry task is somewhat different, but most involve the same basic
steps: working from blueprints, laying out the
structure, assembling the structure, and checking the work afterward. Having good hand-eye
coordination, an attention to detail, and the ability
to perform math calculations will help you as you
progress through your carpentry training.
We wish you success as you embark on your
first year of training in the carpentry craft and
hope that you will continue your training beyond
this textbook. There are more than one million
people employed in carpentry work in the United
States, and as most of them can tell you, there are
many opportunities awaiting those with the skills
and desire to move forward in the construction
industry.

New with Carpentry Level One
This fifth edition of Carpentry Level One presents
a new instructional design and features a streamlined teaching approach to better prepare you for
your career as a carpenter. In addition, Carpentry Level One contains updated artwork, detailed
figures, and the latest tools and technology.
Throughout this title, “Going Green” features
emphasize sustainability and environmentally
constructive procedures. Building Materials, Fasteners, and Adhesives contains more information on
industrial materials and anchors, and Orientation
to the Trade introduces students to SkillsUSA, a
national nonprofit organization that serves teachers and high school and college students who
are preparing for careers in trade, technical and
skilled service occupations.

We invite you to visit the NCCER website at
www.nccer.org for information on the latest
product releases and training, as well as online
versions of the Cornerstone newsletter and Pear
son’s NCCER product catalog.
Your feedback is welcome. You may email your
comments to curriculum@nccer.org or send general comments and inquiries to info@nccer.org.

NCCER Standardized Curricula
NCCER is a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) education foundation established in 1996 by the world’s largest and most progressive construction companies
and national construction associations. It was
founded to address the severe workforce shortage
facing the industry and to develop a standardized
training process and curricula. Today, NCCER is
supported by hundreds of leading construction
and maintenance companies, manufacturers, and
national associations. The NCCER Standardized
Curricula was developed by NCCER in partnership with Pearson, the world’s largest educational
publisher.
Some features of the NCCER Standardized
Curricula are as follows:
• An industry-proven record of success
• Curricula developed by the industry for the
industry
• National standardization providing portability
of learned job skills and educational credits
• Compliance with the Office of Apprenticeship
requirements for related classroom training
(CFR 29:29)
• Well-illustrated, up-to-date, and practical in
formation
NCCER also maintains a National Registry that
provides transcripts, certificates, and wallet cards
to individuals who have successfully completed
modules of NCCER’s Curricula. Training programs
must be delivered by an NCCER Accredited Training
Sponsor in order to receive these credentials.

iii
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Special Features
In an effort to provide a comprehensive, user-friendly training resource, we have incorporated many
different features for your use. Whether you are a visual or hands-on learner, this book will provide you
with the proper tools to get started in the Carpentry trade.
27101-13
ORIENTATION TO THE

Color Illustrations
and Photographs

TRADE

Objectives
When you have completed this module, you will be able to do the following:

Full-color illustrations and photographs are used
throughout each module to provide vivid detail.
These figures highlight important concepts from
the text and provide clarity for complex instructions. Each figure reference is denoted in the text
in italics for easy reference.

1. Identify the career and entrepreneurial opportunities within the carpentry trade.
a. Identify the training opportunities within the carpentry trade.
2. Identify the skills, responsibilities, and characteristics needed to be a successful carpenter.
a. Identify the skills needed to be a successful carpenter.
b. Identify the responsibilities of a successful carpenter.
c. State the personal characteristics of a successful carpenter.
3. Summarize how to be connected to the industry through an organization like SkillsUSA.
a. Describe the program, curriculum, and SkillsUSA Championships.
b. State the benefits from being a SkillsUSA member.
c. List the seven goals of the SkillsUSA Program of Work.
4. Explain the importance of safety in the construction industry, and describe the obligations of the
contractor, subcontractors, and you to ensure a safe work environment.
a. Describe the OSHA Outreach Training Program.
b. Explain hazard recognition and define your role in it.

Performance Tasks
This is a knowledge-based module; there are no performance tasks.

ANCHOR
BOLT
Trade Terms
Abate
Career
Finish carpentry
Job hazard analysis
Material takeoff
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA)

CONCRETE
FOUNDATION
SURFACE

FLAT
WASHER

Personal protective equipment (PPE)
Rough carpentry
Safety culture
Site-specific safety program
Synthetic

FILLED
CORE

Industry-Recognized Credentials

EPOXY

If you’re training through an NCCER-accredited sponsor, you may be eligible for credentials from
NCCER’s Registry. The ID number for this module is 27101-13. Note that this module may have been
used in other NCCER curricula and may apply to other level completions. Contact NCCER’s Registry at
888.622.3720 or go to nccer.org for more information.
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Figure 43 Fastener anchored in epoxy.

selected fastener into the hole using a slow twisting motion to ensure that the epoxy fills all voids
and crevices. Then, set it to the required plumb (or
level) position. After the recommended cure time
for the epoxy has elapsed, tighten the fastener nut
to secure the component or fixture in place.

Introduction

5.8.0 Screw Anchors
This page is found at the beginning of each modScrew anchors are light-duty anchors that are installed flush with the surface of the base material.
ule and lists the Objectives, Performance Tasks,
They are used in conjunction with sheet-metal,
wood, or lag screws. Fiber and plastic anchors are
is done,44).
use a temporary
braceanchors
to hold are
the common anchors used when
drive-in
common
types of screw anchors (Figure
Section F
iVe
Trade Terms, and Required Trainee Materials
for
ridgeboard
ininplace fastening
while installing
thematerials.
to hollow
Fiber and plastic anchors are typically
used
remaining
rafters.
Remember
keep the anchors in hollow walls or
When to
installing
concrete
and
masonry.
Plastic
anchors
are
also
gaBleand
Roofs
that module. The Objectives list 5.0.0
theeReCTing
skills
ridgeboard
straight and
the rafters
plumb. of the type, always follow
ceilings,
regardless
commonly used in gypsum board
and similar
therafter
manufacturer’s
recommendations pertaining
base materials. When installing
screw
anchors,
Step 3 Run
a line
and trim the
tails.
to use, hole diameter, wall thickness, grip range
knowledge you will need in order
to complete
the anchor hole must be drilled to the diameter
  Objective
If theThe
rafter
span is long,
additional
sup(thickness
of the
anchoring material), and the
specified by the manufacturer.
minimum
portanchor
will be
required.
Figure pullout
20 shows
the
use load
of capacities.
and
shear
depth of the hole is equal the
length.
Clean
the module successfully. The Performance Tasks
Notes,
and Warnings
purlins
,Cautions,
braces, and collar ties (colthe hole of dust and otherstrongbacks,
material, insert
the anlarit beams)
thiswith
purpose.
Two-by-six
collar
chor into the hole, and tap
until it isfor
flush
5.9.1
Toggle Bolts
give you an opportunity to apply your
knowledge
ties are installed
at every second rafter. Two-bythe surface. Position the component
to be fastened
  Performance Task
Toggle
(Figure 45) are used to fasten equipfour diagonal
braces
intobolts
the purlins.
in place, then drive Safety
the proper
type features
and
sizeare
of notched are
set off from the main text in
ment, hangers, supports, and similar items to holStrongbacks
arehole
L-shaped
to the real-world duties that carpenters perform.
screw through the component
mounting
and members that run the
lowtosurfaces
such
length
of the roof. They are used
straighten
andas walls and ceilings. Toggle
into the anchor to expand
the
anchor.
highlighted
boxes
organized
into three
bolts consistand
of a slottedare
bolt or screw
and springstrengthen the ceiling joists.
T
  
rade
Terms
   
The list of Trade Terms identifies important terms
loaded wings. When inserted through the item to
5.9.0 Hollow-Wallcategories
Anchors
be in
fastened,
thenthe
through potential
a predrilled hole in the danger of the
based
   5.2.0 Framing an Opening
theon
Roof
wall
or
ceiling,
the
wings
spring
apart
and
proyou will need to know by the end of the module.
Hollow-wall anchors are used for hollow mateIt is sometimes
necessary
make
opening
vide an
a firm
hold in
onathe inside of the hollow wall
rials and thin materials
such
as concrete
plank, to addressed.
issue
being
Notes
provide
roof forboard,
a chimney,
skylight, or
window
or roof
ceiling
as the(Figbolt is tightened.
Note thatsimply
the
steel, gypsum
and plasRequired Trainee Materials list the materials CMUs,
andstructural
ure 21).anchors
The following
is a general
procedure
forwall or ceiling should be just
hole drilled
in the
ter. Someof
types
of hollow-wall
can also
his section contains an overview
the proframing
such
an
opening:
additional
information
the
topic
large enough for theon
compressed
wings
to passarea. Cautions
be
used
in
solid
materials.
Toggle
bolts,
sleevecedure for erecting a gable roof. The layout
supplies needed for the module.
Once
the toggle bolt is installed, be careanchors,
and
metal
Step anchors,
1 Lay out
the
opening through.
on the floor
beneath
and construction of hipstype
andwall
valleys
is cov-wallboard
ful
not
to completely
the bolt because
alert
you
of
danger
does
notthepresent potenthe opening
anda
then
use
a plumb
bobthat
to unscrew
ered in the Appendix.
or the good things in people on the job,
willIffall
transfer the layout towings
the roof.
youoff,
aremaking the fastener useless.
ally your supervisor. Nobody is perfect,
framing
a
chimney,
be
sure
to
leave
adtial injury
but may cause damage to equipment.
Trade Coordination
equate clearance. If the opening is large,
most everyone has a few worthwhile
allow for double headers.
   3.3.0
Walls
es. If you dwell on people’s
good feaCarpenters
are generally on the job before most
Warnings
stress
a Erecting
potentially
dangerous situation
Special
Features
Step 2 Cut the rafters per the layout. Install the
t will be easier to work with them.
other trades. Therefore, an important part of trade
double
headers
and
then
install
a
double
that may
cause injury to you or a co-worker.
for the good things where you work.
coordination is ensuring that the work done by
trimmer rafter on each side of the opening
a head
start the
for
those
entering the
as shown in Figure 21.
are the factors that make itFeatures
a good place provide
the carpenters
will accommodate
other
trades.
   5.1.0 Installing Rafters
k? Is it the hours, the physical environFor example, plans for location of heating and
Rafters are installed
using the
following proceCarpentry
field
by
presenting
technical
tips
and
the people, the actual work being done,
air conditioning duct runs, plumbing fixturesdure:
and
the atmosphere? Keep in mind that you
and electrical components and wiring runs
professionalpiping,
practices
from craftworkers in various
be expected to like everything. No work
must be continually reviewed by the superintendent
  
ment is perfect, but if you concentrate
on
or
supervisor to
ensure that carpenters
are include real-life
disciplines.
These
features
often
od things, the negative factors will seem
allocating space, in the correct locations, for these
portant and bothersome. scenarios similar
facilities. to those you might encounter on
Check Stud Lengths
Step 1 Start by placing boards or panels over the
or the good things in the contractor. Just
Rafter Marks
ceiling joists to walk on. Nail a rafter at
the
job
site.
e are no perfect assignments, there are no
each end of the ridgeboard. Then, lift the
27102-13_F44.EPS

Figure 44 Screw anchors and screws.

Describe how to erect a gable roof.
a. Describe how to install rafters.

Cut and install roof rafters for a gable roof.

Purlin: A horizontal roof support member parallel to the plate and installed between the plate
and the ridgeboard.

Do not mark a 2 × 4 with the total rise in
advance.

NCCER – Carpentry Level One
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Step 4 As the walls are erected, straighten the
walls and nail temporary interior bracing
in place.
forms that when mixed Step
together
pro- was installed
tremely with
cold temperatures.
Eye goggles and a
1 If in
theproper
sheathing
the
portions create a very strong adhesive.
In cases
arevery
required when mixing and workwall lying
down, or if respirator
the wall is
3.3.1 Plumbing and Aligning Walls
where mixing is involved, the long,
manufacturer’s
thistoglue.
it will probably being
toowith
heavy
be
MSDS instructions must be followed,
the by the
• Contact
– A type
of rubber
cement.
It corners is possible only
liftedboth
intofor
place
framingcement
crew. In
Accurate
plumbing
of the
quality desired and safety.
liquid and
comes after
ready-mixed
in containthat case, use a crane or is
thea special
lifting
all the walls
are raised into position. Use a
InstallSome
a brace
thecommon
rafters to types
be jacks
cut of made
of across
the most
glue afor
car-that purpose
ers ranging
a pint to along
a 55-gallon
(Figurein
21size
). from
straightedge
with a carpenter’s level (Figure
when
creating
anuse
opening
It will cleats along the drum.
penter
might
are: in the roof. Install
cement
a high-strength
edge ofContact
the sub22is
) tonot
plumb
the corners. Straightedges are comtemporarily hold the framing in place floor
until the
glue. It is commonly used
when
applying
monly
made
of a 2 ×plas4 with 3⁄4"-thick blocks nailed
to prevent
• Animal or hide glue – Made from animal
hides,the wall from sliding.
headers are installed.
tic laminates to the base
material
to each
end. for
Thecabinets
blocks make it possible to accuhooves, and bones. It has a long setting time,
and countertops. Contact cement is applied to
which makes it suitable when
extra
assembly
When
erecting
walls using a crane
or
special
both surfaces and allowed to dry to the touch
time is needed. It is typically
used
foralways
indoorfollow the manufacturer’s
lifting
jacks,
before contact is made between the two materiapplications (furniture and instructions
other wood
prod- the safe use of the
regarding
als. Upon contact, the bonding is instantaneous
ucts) since it is not waterproof.
equipment. In addition, ensure that the proper
and movement or sliding
the studs
material
to a difPrecut
in various
lengths are available from
• Polyvinyl or white glue – Setspersonal
quickly,protective
becomesequipment (PPE) is worn,
ferent position is impossible.
many lumberyards. Precut studs are ideal for
transparent
when
dry,
and
is
very
good
for
furincluding
appropriate
protection
for the head,
When placing rafters into position on the top plate,
walls
on
built-up
wood
ﬂoors for the 96" ﬁnished
niture,
cabinets,
and
other
interior
woodwork.
eyes,
hands.
ensure they are installed on the correct side
ofand
your
ceiling,
a
very
common
ﬁnished ceiling height.
It is a liquid and is available in containers up
Observe all MSDS precautions
for this
material.
marks. Start installing the rafters from one end of
For example,
studs
precut to 925⁄8" are used with
to a gallon in size, or by special order in larger
Extreme
caution
must be
taken
when
using
the roof and work toward the otherStep
end.2DoubleRaise
the
wall
section
and
fasten
it
in
exterior or loadbearing interior walls with double
quantities.
contact
cement,
highly
flammable. It
placeform
usingand
16disnails on every
other
floor as it is top
check each
rafter position
for consistency
before
plates.
• Casein
glue – Available
in a powder
should
be used
area,
as the
On
a concrete
slab, use
preset
an- in a well-ventilated
nailing it into
place.
Roof
framing
mistakes
are
Sometimes
lumberyards
deliver the wrong size
mixed
with
water.
Casein
gluejoist.
cantime
be used
in
fumes
can overcome a of
worker.
chor
bolts
or powder-actuated
fasteners.
consumingtemperatures
to fix and must
be avoided.
precut studs. Unless you look closely, a precut
down
to 35°F. It is
water
resistant
Do
not
use
these
tools
if
you
have
not
restud doesn’t look much different from a standard 8'
and should only be used on oily woods. Under
ceived
proper
training
and
certification.
(96") stud. Always check the precut studs to make
normal circumstances, casein glue powder will
5.10.2 Construction Adhesives
sure they are the right length. Taking a few seconds
last for years; however,Step
the powder
tends
de- and apply temporary
3 Plumb
the to
corners
to measure
before
start might save hours of
Construction
adhesives are
available
for you
many
teriorate with age.
bracing along the wall’s
exterior. Then
rebuilding later
on.
types
of
heavy-duty
construction
applications
• Urea formaldehyde or plastic resin
glue
–
Availerect, plumb, and brace the remaining
installing
able in powder form and is mixed
water.
walls.with
Bracing
helps tosuch
keepasthe
structurepaneling, structural decking,
and the
gypsum
It is slow setting and has good
resistance
to prevent
square
and will
walls board.
from In addition to providing a
strong
bond
between materials, construction adheat and water. It is not recommended
for oily
being blown
over by the
wind.
Generally,
NCCER –woods.
Carpentry
27112-13
hesives
offer
suchisadvantages as sound deadenIt is Level
often One
used for
laminated
the bracestimbers
remain in place
until
the roof
Measure
Cut Once
ing
and
the
bonding
of dissimilar
materialsTwice,
such
and general woodworking where
moisture
is
complete.
as wood, gypsum, glass, metal,
concrete.
present.
Beforeand
cutting
all the studs, double-check your
Construction adhesivesmeasurements,
are typicallyorapplied
• Resorcinol resin or waterproof glue – An expensive
have someone else doublefrom a cartridge with a check
manual
glue that is provided in two liquid chemical
them.ratchet-type
You do not want to ﬁnd out there was a
STUDS
caulking gun or pneumatic
caulkingerror
gunafter
(Figure
parts. One part acts as a catalyst on the
hardcalculation
you have cut 200 pieces of 2
47). Cartridges range in capacity
about
ener when the two parts are mixed together.
× 6. Whenfrom
you are
satisﬁ10
ed with the measurements,
ounces to 30 ounces.
It is excellent for use in exterior woodwork
cut the required amounts for each type of stud and
or laminated timbers that are exposed to exstack them neatly near the wall locations. Be sure to
There are four primary steps in erecting a wall:

contractors. Nevertheless, almost all ortions have good features. Is the contractor
ssive? What about promotional opportuAre there chances for self-improvement?
about the wage and benefit package? Is
a good training program? You cannot
to have everything you would like, but
hould be enough to keep you positive. In
you decide to stick with a contractor for a
eriod of time, it is wise to look at the good
s and think about them. If you think posyou will act the same way.
ay not be able to change the negative atof another worker, but you can protect
wn attitude from becoming negative.

Section Review

Teamwork

ridgeboard to a temporary position, secure it, and nail the bird’s mouth of each
rafter to the top plate (Figure 19). Nail the
rafters in pairs.

Step 2 On the opposite side, start by nailing the
bird’s mouth to the joist, then toenail the

Many of us like to follow all sorts of different teams:
plumb cut into the ridgeboard. Once this
racing teams, baseball teams, football teams, and
soccer teams. Just as in sports, a job site is made
up of a team. As a part of that team, you have
a responsibility to your teammates. What does
teamwork really mean on the job? Craftworkers
22  
must sincerely do everything they can to build
strong, professional working relationships with
fellow craftworkers, supervisors, and customers.

allow ample room to assemble the walls.

iv

hich of the following is not considered to be
sh carpentry?

WARNING!

CAUTION

50

NOTE

WARNING!

Be sure to follow applicable fall-protection
procedures.

NOTE

T

Adhesive Safety

3. The broad term that describes the desired overall behavior and attitude expected in the workplace is _____.

Installing staircase railings
a. integrity
Building a built-in bookcase
Erecting concrete
forms
A01_Carpentry_L1_SE_FM.indd
4 b. loyalty
c.PE/OH/CHET
human relations
#
107570
  Cust:
Installing baseboard trim

  Au: NCCER  Pg. No. iv

FIRESTOPS

Some types of adhesives emit noxious and harmful vapors before they cure (dry). Here are some general safety
Cripple Studs
precautions to follow when using adhesives:
It’s good to know how to calculate the proper
   •   Ensure good ventilation is provided.  
lengths as the text describes; however, in practice,
     Keep all flames and lit tobacco products out of the area.  
•
     Make sure switches, electric tools, or other sparking devices are not used in the area.   lumber dimensions and assembly tolerances can
•
vary. Therefore, it’s better to hold off until after
     Close off any area where people that are smoking could wander through.  
•
the headers, trimmer studs, and rough sills are
     Do not breathe vapors for any length of time.  
•
assembled, and then actually measure and cut the
     Immediately remove any adhesive that comes in contact with your skin.  
•
27111-13_F20.EPS
cripple studs to the required lengths.
     Wear protective goggles and clothing when
•
required.   SERVICES OF
DESIGN
     Follow the manufacturer’s
•
MSDS
instructions
and check the label on the container for specific safety
Figure
20 Fire
stops.

C/M/Y/K
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tie back long hair. Do not wear any jewelry or
watches.
• Do not distract others or let anyone be a distraction while operating a power tool.
• Do not engage in horseplay.
• Do not throw objects or point tools at others.
• Consider the safety of others, as well as yourself.
• Do not leave a power tool unattended while it
is running.
• Assume a safe and comfortable position before
using a power tool.
• Do not remove ground plugs from electrical
equipment or extension cords.
• Be sure that a power tool is properly grounded
and connected to a ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) circuit before using it.
• Be sure that portable or stationary power tools
are unplugged at the power source or disabled
before performing maintenance or changing
accessories.
• Do not use a dull or broken tool or accessory.
• Use a power tool only for its intended purpose.
• Keep your feet, fingers, and hair away from the
blade and/or other moving parts of a power
tool.
• Do not use a power tool with guards or safety
devices removed or disabled.
• Do not operate a power tool if your hands or
feet are wet.
• Keep the work area clean at all times.

Going Green

• If a tool or extension cord is defective, it must
be brought to the attention of the supervisor
so it can be tagged and immediately removed
from service.
• Extension cords should not be hung by nails or
wire, or fastened with staples.
• Report unsafe conditions to your instructor or
supervisor.

3.3.1 Notching and Drilling of W

2.1.2 Guidelines Pertaining to the Care of All
Power Tools

SILL

The following are some guidelines for the proper
care of power tools:

Trade Terms

• Keep all tools clean and in good working order.
• Keep all machined surfaces clean and waxed or

lightly oiled.
Going Green looks at ways
tothepreserve
the proceenvi• Follow
manufacturer’s maintenance
dures.
ronment, save energy, and
• Protectmake
cutting edges. good choices
• Keep all tool accessories (such as blades and
bits) sharp.
regarding the health of the
planet. Through the
• Always use the appropriate blade for the arbor
size.
introduction of new construction
and
• Report any unusual practices
noises, sounds, or vibrato your instructor or supervisor.
Regularly
inspect all tools and accessories.
products, you will see how•• tions
the
“greening
of
AmerKeep all tools in the proper place when not in
use.
ica” has already taken root.
• Use the proper blade for the job being done.

G
G O
R I
e n
e G
n

Wind Farms

Figure 14 Girder pocket and girder hangers.

27103-13_SA03.EPS

Hand and Power Tools

Module Three

13

Did You Know?
The Did You Know? features offer hints, tips, and
other helpful bits of information from the trade.

When it is necessary to notch or
a floor joist, most building code
maximum depth of a notch and
diameter of a hole passing thro
For example, the International Re
specifies that notches at the ends
joists shall not exceed one-fourth
Therefore, in a 2 × 10 floor joist,
not exceed 2 1⁄2" (see Figure 18).
The code also states that notches
top or bottom of a joist shall not e
the depth, and shall not be located
third of the span. Therefore, when
floor joist, a notch cannot be deepe
notch can be made either in the to
the joist, but it cannot be made in t
of the span. This means that if the
span area from 4' to 8' must not be
The code further requires that
pipe or cable shall not be within
bottom of the joist, nor shall the d
such hole exceed one-third the de
This means that if a hole needs t
may not exceed 3" in diameter if a

Each module presents a list of Trade Terms that
are discussed within the text and defined in the
Glossary at the end of the module. These terms
are denoted in the text with bold, blue type upon
their first occurrence. To make searches for key
GIRDER
information easier, a comprehensive
Glossary of
FOUNDATION
Trade Terms from allGIRDER
modules
is
located
at the
HANGER
back of this book.
27105-13_F14.EPS

The US Department of Energy states
that wind farms may be a major source
of power as we approach the year 2030.
Their analysis shows that up to 20 percent of
US power needs could be handled by wind power,
which would reduce pollution to the same extent as
taking 140 million cars off the road.

27103-13

vanized coating, the longer the e
the fastener, anchor, and hardware

GIRDER POCKET

on at least 11⁄2" of wood. In platform construction,
the ends of all the joists are fastened to a header
joist, also called a band joist.
Joists must be doubled where extra loads require additional support. When a partition runs
parallel to the joists, a double joist is placed underneath. Joists must also be doubled around
openings in the floor frame for stairways, chimneys, etc., to reinforce the rough opening in the
floor. These additional joists used at such openings are called trimmer joists. They support the
headers that carry short joists called tail joists.
Double joists should be spread where necessary
to accommodate plumbing.
In residential construction, floors traditionally
have been built using solid wood joists. However,
20

Maintaining a Flus
Surface

When securing a joist to a girder usin
ensure that the top surface of the gir
are flush so the subfloor lies flat. To a
these small discrepancies, toenail the
the girders prior to installing the ledg
smooth, flush surface is established,
ledger under the joist.

NCCER – Carpentry Level One

Review Questions

Note

WARNING!

Compare post-and-beam framing to conventional platform
framing
that utilizes
joists, rafReview
Questions
reinforce
the knowledge you
Did You Know?
ters, and studs placed from 16" to 24" on center.
have
gained
and
are
a
useful
tool for measuring
Balloon Framing
Post-and-beam framing requires fewer but larger
what
you
have
learned.
framing
members
spaced
farther
apart.
The
most
Balloon framing is frequently used in hurricane-prone
efficient use of 2" planks occurs when the lumber
areas for gable ends. In fact, this type of framing may
is continuous over more an one span.
When
stanbe required by local building codes.
Review
Questions
dard lengths of lumber such as 12', 14', or 16' are
used, beam spacings
of 6', 7',
ormost8'likely
are
7. The foundation of an effective safety pro1. The construction
worker
to indicated.
gram is _____.
become knowledgeable about many trades is
This factor has a direct
the _____.bearing on the overalla.diholding frequent safety meetings
b. using a process of hazard recognition,
a. electrician
mensions
of
the
building.
evaluation, and control
b.
carpenter
Post-and-beam framing, also known as plankc. rewarding workers who don’t suffer injuc. plumber
If local buildingd.codes
allow end joints in the
ries
mason
and-beam framing, employs much larger and
d. developing a master accident prevention
planks to fall between
supports,
planks
of random
2. The group
that is responsible
for the enforcecampaign
sturdier framing members than conventional
ment of apprenticeship standards and also
lengths
may
be
used
and
the
beam
spacing
8.may
Which of the follow statements about
ensures
that proper
apprentice
training
is
platform and balloon
framing. The post-andStep-by-Step
Instructions
SkillsUSA is not true?
conducted is the _____.
be adjusted to fit the
house dimensions. Windows
a. It promotes understanding of the free
a. contractor
beam methods provide wide expanses of interior
enterprise system.
b. Occupational Safety and Health Adminisand doors are normally
in
b. It
has more than 500,000 active members.
tration located between posts
open spaceinstructions
(Figure 5). The post-and-beam
Step-by-step
are used method
throughout
c. It emphasizes high ethical standards and
c. Department of Commerce
the exterior walls, eliminating
the need for headpride in the dignity of work.
d. Apprenticeship Committee
of
framing
floors
and
roofs
is
commonly
used
in
d. It consists of 54 state and territorial asto guide you through technical procedures and
ers over the openings.
The
spacing
3. The term
used towide
describe the
overall behav- between
sociations.
commercial buildings and places of worship, such
ior and attitude expected in the workplace is
posts permits ample
room for large glass areas.
9. A combined total of 8,000 hours on-the-job
_____.
tasks as
from
start to finish. These steps show you
churches.
and
classroom training is needed for a cara. absenteeism
pentry apprentice to _____.
conventional framing with
b. responsibility
not onlySince
howthe
tobeams
perform
but also frame
how to do A combination of
used a
intask
post-and-beam
a. become a master carpenter
c. tardiness
Follow all safety precautions to avoid injury.
post-and-beam framing
is sometimes used where
b. complete a degree in construction techd. professionalism
construction
are very sturdy, wider spacing may
it safely
and efficiently.
nology
the two adjoin each
other.
Where
a(CFR)
post-and-beam
4. The
Code of Federal
Regulations
29:30
MUSHROOM
FLAT
BUTTON be used. Vertical supports are typically spaced 48"
c. advance to journeyman
specifies requirements for _____.
d.
receive a competency certificate
HEAD
HEAD
HEAD
floor
or
roof
is
supported
on
a
stud
wall,
a
post
is
a. on-the-job safety classes
on center (OC), as compared with 16" OC used
10. An important purpose of OSHA is to _____.
b. supervisory training
usually placed under
endprocedures
of the beam to carry
a. catch people breaking safety regulations
c. fallthe
prevention
Step 1 Select the
proper-size
toggle
bolt and drill
in conventional
framing.
When
post-and-beam
make rules and regulations governing all
d. approved apprenticeship programs
a conventional load.
A conventional roof canb. be
for the
aspects of construction projects
framing is bit
used
for job.
a roof, the beams and plank5. The purpose of the Youth Apprenticeship
c. ensure that the employer provides and
Program is to _____.
used
with
post-and-beam
construction
by
installmaintains a safe workplace
ing Step
can 2be Check
finished
leftbolt
exposed.
The undertheand
toggle
for damaged
or
d. assign a safety inspector to every project
a. make sure all young people know how to
ing a header between
to carry
the load from
useposts
basic carpentry
tools
dirty threads
or athe
malfunctioning
wing
side of the planking
takes
place of an installed
11. Which of the following is not an advantage
b. provide job opportunities for people who
provided to students by SkillsUSA memberthe
rafters
to
the
posts.
quit high school
mechanism.
ceiling. Matched planks are often used for floors
ship?
TED
PLASTIC TOGGLE
c. allow students to start in an apprenticea. Teamwork and leadership development
ship program while still in high school
EAD
andStep
roofs.
3 Drill a hole completely through the surb. Income-earning opportunities
d. make sure that people under 18 have
c. Community service opportunities
proper supervision on the job
face to which
the part isplank
to be fastened.
In post-and-beam
framing,
subfloors or
d. Networking with potential employers
Post-frame construction,
commonly referred to
6. The work of a crew of craftworkers and la11"
roofs
are
2" nominal
thickness,
supborers is usually
directed byof
a(n)large
_____. trusses
as pole construction,
consists
Step
4 usually
Insert theoftoggle
bolt through
the opena. lead carpenter
ported on beams
spaced
to 8' apart. The ends
ing in the
item toup
be fastened.
b. apprentice
supervisor
supported by large
posts
at the perimeter.
c. general contractor
of the beams are supported on posts or piers. Wall
d. carpenter/instructor
Post-frame construction
is commonly used for
Step 5 Screw the wings onto the end of the togspaces between
posts
are provided
supplelarge open-air structures, such as agricultural
gle bolt,
ensuring
that the flatwith
side of
the
mentary framing
as required
for attachment of
wing is facing
the bolt head.
buildings (pole barns).Orientation
Girts provide
posts with
to the Trade
Module One 23
exterior and interior finishes. This additional
lateral stability and provide a nailing surface for
Step 6 Fold the wings completely back and push
framing also
provides lateral bracing for the
siding.
FIXTURE HANGER
them through the drilled hole until the
building. wings spring open.
TOGGLE BOLT
27101-13

Step 7 Pull back on the item to be fastened to
hold the wings firmly against the inside
surface to which the item is being attached.

Structural Insulated Panels (SIPs)

G
G O
R I
e n
e G
n

Step 8 Tighten the toggle bolt with a screwdriver
until it is snug.
The construction and operation of buildings have a significant impact on the environment.
Buildings account for approximately 39 percent of total US energy consumption and 38 percent

of carbon dioxide emissions. Green buildings use less energy, reducing carbon dioxide emissions,
5.9.2 Wall Anchors

and play an important role in combatting global climate change. Construction and operating buildings

Sleeve-type
walla anchors
(Figure
46) of
arenatural
suit- resources.
also uses
tremendous
amount
able for use in plywood, gypsum board, and
Structural insulated panels (SIPs) consist of two outer structural panels and a thick inner core made of
similar materials. The two types of sleeve-type
foam.
SIPs are
useddrive.
for roofs
and walls in post-and-beam structures. An SIP system is one of the
wall
anchors
arecommonly
standard and
Standard
most
airtight wall
and well-insulated
building systems
sleeve-type
anchors are commonly
used in available. An airtight SIP building uses less energy to heat and
allows
better and
control
indoor
conditions, and reduces construction waste. DESIGN SERVICES OF
andfor
ceilings
areover
installed
byenvironmental
drilling
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NCCER Standardized Curricula
NCCER’s training programs comprise more than 80 construction,
maintenance, pipeline, and utility
areas and include skills assessments,
safety training, and management
education.
Boilermaking
Cabinetmaking
Carpentry
Concrete Finishing
Construction Craft Laborer
Construction Technology
Core Curriculum:
Introductory Craft Skills
Drywall
Electrical
Electronic Systems Technician
Heating, Ventilating, and
Air Conditioning
Heavy Equipment Operations
Highway/Heavy Construction
Hydroblasting
Industrial Coating and Lining
Application Specialist
Industrial Maintenance
Electrical and Instrumentation
Technician
Industrial Maintenance
Mechanic
Instrumentation
Insulating
Ironworking
Masonry
Millwright
Mobile Crane Operations
Painting
Painting, Industrial
Pipefitting
Pipelayer
Plumbing
Reinforcing Ironwork
Rigging
Scaffolding
Sheet Metal
Signal Person
Site Layout
Sprinkler Fitting
Tower Crane Operator
Welding

Maritime
Maritime Industry Fundamentals

Green/Sustainable
Construction
Building Auditor
Fundamentals of Weatherization
Introduction to Weatherization
Sustainable Construction
Supervisor
Weatherization Crew Chief
Weatherization Technician
Your Role in the Green
Environment
Energy
Alternative Energy
Introduction to the Power
Industry
Introduction to Solar
Photovoltaics
Introduction to Wind Energy
Power Industry Fundamentals
Power Generation Maintenance
Electrician
Power Generation I&C
Maintenance Technician
Power Generation Maintenance
Mechanic
Power Line Worker
Power Line Worker: Distribution
Power Line Worker: Substation
Power Line Worker:
Transmission
Solar Photovoltaic Systems
Installer
Wind Turbine Maintenance
Technician
Pipeline
Control Center Operations,
Liquid
Corrosion Control
Electrical and Instrumentation
Field Operations, Liquid
Field Operations, Gas
Maintenance
Mechanical
Safety
Field Safety
Safety Orientation
Safety Technology

Management
Fundamentals of Crew
Leadership
Project Management
Project Supervision
Supplemental Titles
Applied Construction Math
Careers in Construction
Tools for Success
Spanish Translations
Basic Rigging
(Principios Básicos de
Maniobras)
Carpentry Fundamentals
(Introducción a la
Carpintería, Nivel Uno)
Carpentry Forms
(Formas para Carpintería,
Nivel Trés)
Concrete Finishing, Level One
(Acabado de Concreto,
Nivel Uno)
Core Curriculum:
Introductory Craft Skills
(Currículo Básico:
Habilidades Introductorias del
Oficio)
Drywall, Level One
(Paneles de Yeso, Nivel Uno)
Electrical, Level One
(Electricidad, Nivel Uno)
Field Safety
(Seguridad de Campo)
Insulating, Level One
(Aislamiento, Nivel Uno)
Ironworking, Level One
(Herrería, Nivel Uno)
Masonry, Level One
(Albañilería, Nivel Uno)
Pipefitting, Level One
(Instalación de Tubería
Industrial, Nivel Uno)
Reinforcing Ironwork, Level One
(Herreria de Refuerzo,
Nivel Uno)
Safety Orientation
(Orientación de Seguridad)
Scaffolding
(Andamios)
Sprinkler Fitting, Level One
(Instalación de Rociadores,
Nivel Uno)

vi
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Contents
Module One

Module Five

Orientation to the Trade

Floor Systems

Reviews the history of the trade, describes the
apprentice program, identifies career opportunities for carpentry and construction workers, and
lists the skills, responsibilities, and characteristics
a worker should possess. Emphasizes the importance of safety in the construction industry. (Module ID 27101-13; 5 Hours)

Covers framing basics and the procedures for
laying out and constructing a wood floor using
common lumber, as well as engineered building
materials. (Module ID 27105-13; 27.5 Hours)

Module Six
Wall Systems

Module Two
Building Materials,
Fasteners, and Adhesives
Introduces the building materials used in construction work, including lumber, sheet materials,
engineered wood products, structural concrete,
and structural steel. Also describes the fasteners
and adhesives used in construction work. Discusses the methods of squaring a building. (Module ID 27102-13; 7.5 Hours)

Module Three
Hand and Power Tools
Provides descriptions of hand tools and power
tools used by carpenters. Emphasizes safe and
proper operation, as well as care and maintenance.
(Module ID 27103-13; 7.5 Hours)

Module Four
Introduction to
Construction Drawings,
Specifications, and Layout
Covers the techniques for reading and using construction drawings and specifications with an
emphasis on drawings and information relevant
to the carpentry trade. Introduces quantity takeoffs. (Module ID 27104-13; 20 Hours)

Describes procedures for laying out and framing
walls, including roughing-in door and window
openings, constructing corners, partition Ts, and
bracing walls. Includes the procedure to estimate
the materials required to frame walls. (Module ID
27111-13; 20 Hours)

Module Seven
Ceiling Joist and Roof
Framing
Describes types of roofs and provides instructions
for laying out rafters for gable roofs, hip roofs, and
valley intersections. Covers stick-built and trussbuilt roofs. Includes the basics of roof sheathing
installation. (Module ID 27112-13; 40 Hours)

Module Eight
Introduction to Building
Envelope Systems
Introduces the concept of the building envelope
and explains its components. Describes types of
windows, skylights, and exterior doors, and provides instructions for installation. (Module ID
27109-13; 12.5 Hours)

viii
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Module Nine
Basic Stair Layout
(27110-13)

Module Nine
Basic Stair Layout

Glossary
Index

Module Eight
Introduction to Building
Envelope Systems
(27109-13)

CARPENTRY LEVEL ONE

Introduces types of stairs and common building
code requirements related to stairs. Focuses on
techniques for measuring and calculating rise,
run, and stairwell openings, laying out stringers,
and fabricating basic stairways. (Module ID 2711013; 12.5 Hours)

Module Seven
Ceiling Joist and Roof
Framing (27112-13)

Module Six
Wall Systems
(27111-13)

Module Five
Floor Systems
(27105-13)

Module Four
Introduction to
Construction Drawings,
Specifications,
and Layout (27104-13)

Module Three
Hand and Power Tools
(27103-13)

Module Two
Building Materials,
Fasteners, and
Adhesives (27102-13)

Module One
Orientation to the Trade
(27101-13)

Core Curriculum:
Introductory Craft Skills
This course map shows all
of the modules in Carpentry
Level One. The suggested
training order begins at the
bottom and proceeds up.
Skill levels increase as you
advance on the course map.
The local Training Program
Sponsor may adjust the
training order.

  ix
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